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● What is a frontend framework
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I pressed enter,
now what?



Clients (like your browser) and servers talk 
to each other using the HTTP protocol



The HTTP protocol
Requests

HTTP Verb (GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, 

DELETE)

Headers - request metadata

Payload - what you want to send

Responses

Status code (200, 400, ...) - did everything go well?

Headers - response metadata

Data - what you asked for



Opening a web page 
results in multiple HTTP 

requests



What do I request?
HTML - the content of your webpage

CSS - the styling of your webpage

JS - the logic of your webpage

Also images, videos, fonts, data from server



Let’s get some history 
going 



● 1989 - Tim Berners-Lee invents the Web with HTML

● 1992 - First informal draft of HTML

● 1995 - HTML 2.0

○ Files uploads, tables, images

● 1997 - HTML 3.2 and 4.0

○ CSS

● 2008 - HTML 5 draft

○ Browser APIs, like geolocation, semantic elements, native audio/video and more

The timeline of HTML and the web



Static web pages
Predefined content and structure

Custom styling

Each page is unique



Imagine now you’d like to make a blog



Dynamic web pages
Write a template

Dynamically get the content for the current page using the URI

Fill in the page using a template engine

JSP, PHP, Jinja, etc



Hello JS, my dear friend



Run software that runs on the client
aka your computer



Manipulate content, without loading a new page
Filter a list

Reveal more content with a click of a button

Hide/show a sidebar

Sort the content according to a user’s needs

Validate an input form before sending



Dynamically fetch new, fresh content



APIs are the language of
the machines



Application programming interfaces, or APIs
A well-defined data structure

JSON, Protocol buffers or XML

A contract on how resources are identified by URIs

a student resource is identified by the /students/<student_id> URI

A match between interactions and HTTP verbs

the DELETE HTTP verb deletes the identified resource



This gives an immediate power to 
JavaScript code to dynamically fetch 

content



We need a better way to 
manipulate content 
client-side



A templating language

HTML needs a lot of boilerplate

A powerful rendering engine

we don’t have unlimited resources

Data manipulation

data should always be up to date

JavaScript frameworks



Components, components everywhere
Reusable

use the same component in multiple places

Self-contained

include both the representation and logic to one component

Easier to manage

they support extension, nesting, etc, making the management of code really easy



Some framework examples
React.js

Vue.js

Angular.js

Web components

jQuery*



React.js

class HelloMessage extends React.Component {

    render() {

        return <div>Hello {this.props.name}</div>;

    }

}

React.js vs Vue.js
Vue.js

Vue.component('my-component', {

    template: '<span>{{ message }}</span>',

    data: {

        message: 'hello'

    }

})



Bonus: you can build one application and 
make it run in both web and mobile 

devices



Reactive data flow FTW



Data is flowing 
only on one 

direction



In computing, reactive programming is a 
programming paradigm oriented around 

data flows and the propagation of change.



User click a button to increment a counter

The event is propagated and a consumer increments the data representing the counter 

value

When the data changes, the view gets updated with the correct value

Some examples...



Why should I care?



Software has “theoretically” constant 
costs



Great opportunities ahead
You can invest your own time

WARN: your time is not free though

There’s a huge amount of data available online, for free

The software distribution channel is the cheapest one you can ever find

and the hardest one to conquest



$$$
Will I get rich?
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